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MAHIM
Burgeoning Data Scientist

9536011712 mahim136�gmail.com

New Delhi, India

EXPERIENCE

Intern
Fortune India

Sector 16, Noida, UP

Business News and Strategy Magazine
Developed, updated and organized Business databases to handle all 
of their associate's contacts and information using web scraping and 
python programming
Interacted with CEO's and Directors professionally by phone, email or 
in-person to provide information and directed them to desired staff 
members

Data Scientist Intern
INDIAN COUNCIL OF FORESTRY RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Dehradhun, UK

Governmental agency under the Ministry of Environment and Forests 
Government of India

Carried out detailed research and analysis by verifying and creating 
models to determine the loss due to forest fires and analyze the 
determinants that affect the amount of loss.
Validated incoming data to check accuracy and integrity of 
information while independently locating and correcting concerns

Content Curator and Writer
Brainbox Consultancy

Meerut, UP

Company Description
Wrote and proofread blog and social media posts, website copy and 
articles while managing competing deadlines with efficiency 
Helped in the commencement of an android application Times of 
Sports for sports news lover and consulted with editors to shape 
story and eliminate any errors
Covered the FIFA World Cup 2018 for Men’sXP.com

LANGUAGES
Hindi
Proficient

English
Proficient

Urdu
Advanced

MOST PROUD OF
Thinking out-of-the-box
Automated a clerical job by implying the 
knowledge of programming and saved 
50% of the time and money of the 
company

Going beyond the periphery
to explore and help other participants in 
their research topics during the internship  
which helped me get another bigger 
project from our head.

EDUCATION

BS in Computer 
Science
St. Stephen's College, 
DU

GPA

7.4 10.0

XII - ISC
St. Mary's Academy, 
Meerut Cantt.

%

88.4 100

X - ICSE
St. Mary's Academy,

%

94.2 100

SKILLS
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